
Math 3316, Fall 2016
Due Oct. 6, 2016

Project 2 – Linear and Nonlinear Solvers
The first two sections of this project (Vandermonde and Newton) will be checked in lab the week
of Sep. 26-28 – this completion grade will count for 10% of the overall project.

The final project is due by 5:00 pm on Thursday, October 6, and should be uploaded to Canvas.
Instructions on what should be turned in are included at the end of this document.

Late work will be handled according to the policies outlined on the syllabus.

1 Vandermonde Matrix:
A well-known ill-conditioned matrix is the Vandermonde matrix A of order n, which is defined
as
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A column of A is an entry-wise power of the vector v = [v0, v1, · · · , vn−1]T , that is A(i, j) = vj−1
i−1 ,

where i = 1, 2, · · · , n and j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Create a C++ program vandermonde.cpp to solve a linear system Ax = b with the a Vander-
monde matrix A of order n as the coefficient matrix for each n = 5, 9, 17, 33, 65. The Vander-
monde matrix A is generated by the vector v with n equally-spaced entries between 0 and 1
(including 0 and 1). Generate a random vector x with n random entries using the function

Matrix Random(size_t m, size_t n)

in the “matrix” class. Set the right hand side b as Ax so that the exact solution of Ax = b
is known to be the genertated random vector. Find a solution x̂ of the linear system using the
general linear solver

Matrix Solve(Matrix& A, Matrix& B)

in the “matrix” class (or your own solver written by yourself to implement Gaussain elimination
with partial pivoting). Print the 2-norm of the error vector and residula vector for the computed
solution. You can redirect the output into a text file using “command > file” in Linux so that
you can include it in your jupyter notebook.
Discuss the behaviors of the magnitudes of the errors and residuals as n increases. What is the
probable cause of the behaviors (Please read the lecture about Conditioning of Linear Systesm
on the course web site)?

2. Newton’s Method:
A C++ function bisection.cpp for approximating the root of a nonlinear function using the
bisection method over a given interval has been provided on the course web page. In addi-
tion, the test routine test bisect.cpp has been provided that tests this solver on the function
f(x) = 10 + x3− 12 cos(x), finding a value of x that solves the root-finding problem f(x) = 0 to
a tolerance of 10−5, using a starting interval of [−5, 5].



Create a new C++ file named newton.cpp that contains a function to perform the Newton
method (Section 3.2) to approximate the root of a provided function to a specified tolerance.
The solver function should have the calling syntax

double newton(Fcn& f, Fcn& df, double x, int maxit,
double tol, bool show_iterates);

where f defines the nonlinear residual function to solve, df is the derivative of that function,
x is the initial guess, maxit is the number of allowed iterations, tol is the desired solution
tolerance, and show iterates is a flag to enable/disable printing of iteration information to
the screen during the Newton solve. At each iteration, if show iterates is “true” have your
method output the current iteration index, the current solution guess, x, the absolute value of
the solution update, |h|, and the absolute value of the current residual, |f(x)|.

Create a C++ program test newton.cpp to verify that your newton function works as desired
on the root-finding problem f(x) ≡ x2(x−3)(x+2) = 0. For your tests, start with initial guesses
of x0 = {−3, 1, 2}, and solve the problem to tolerances of ε = {10−1, 10−5, 10−9} (i.e. 9 tests in
total). All of these tests should set show iterates to true and should allow a maximum of 50
iterations. How do the results change as you vary the initial guess? What happens as you vary
the tolerance?

3. Application:
In celestial mechanics, Kepler’s equation may be used to determine the position of an object in
an elliptical orbit. This nonlinear equation is

ε sin(ω)− ω = t,

where

• ε =
√

1− b2

a2 is the object’s orbital eccentricity,

• t is proportional to time, and

• ω is the angle of the object around its elliptical orbit.

In this problem, we will use the parameters a = 2.0 and b = 1.25 to define the orbit for our
object. We wish to solve this equation to find the angle ω at various moments in time.

First, determine a nonlinear root-finding residual function f(ω) that you can use to solve this
equation for ω; also determine its derivative function f ′(ω).

Create a C++ file named kepler.cpp, in which you implement your function, its derivative,
and a main() routine that performs the following tasks. For each time t = {0, 0.001, . . . , 10}:

(a) Use Newton’s method to solve Kepler’s equation for ω(t). Each solve should use a toler-
ance of 10−5, a maximum of 6 Newton iterations, and should disable output of iteration
information to the screen (you’re solving thousands of nonlinear problems, after all). The
initial guess for each solve should be the solution from the previous value of t (start the
first solve off with an initial guess of ω = 0).

NOTE: your code should not use global variables; instead any necessary auxiliary data
needed to define each root-finding function should be stored inside your function and deriva-
tive objects (and potentially reset between solves).



(b) Using the formula for the radial position of an object at angle ω in it’s elliptical orbit,

r(ω) =
ab√

(b cos(ω))2 + (a sin(ω))2

compute the Cartesian coordinates of the object, x(t) = r cos(ω) and y(t) = r sin(ω).

(c) Store the values of t, x(t) and y(t) in Matrix objects.

Write these three arrays to the files t.txt, x.txt and y.txt.

Load these data arrays into a Jupyter notebook and create three plots: x(t) vs t, y(t) vs t, and
y(t) vs x(t).

What to turn in:
Everything should be turned in on Canvas, in a single “.zip” or “.tgz” file containing all of the
required items listed below.

Turn in all of the requested C++ functions and Jupyter notebooks as separate “.hpp”, “.cpp”,
and “.ipynb” files. Include a Makefile so that all of your executables can all be built from within
the same directory with only the “make” command, and so that “make clean” will remove all
of the “.txt” data files generated when running your project. Do not include these “.txt” data
files in either this zip file or in your report.

You will also discuss your project in a technical report, which can be the pdf file generated from
your Jupyter notebook. In this report you should:

• Use complete sentences and paragraphs.

• Explain the problems that were solved, and the mathematical approaches used on them.

• Describe your codes, including a discussion on any unique decisions that you had to make.

• Discuss all of your computed results. In this portion, you should include your plots, and
you should cut/paste any output printed to the screen into the report.

• Answer all questions posed in this project.

• In your own words, explain why you found the results that you did, justifying them math-
ematically if applicable.

• Include your Makefile, C++ and Python code as attachments inside the report file (or
included inline), for grading.

This report should be in “.pdf” format.


